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Abstract
We propose a novel task, G4C, to study
teacher-student natural language interactions
in a goal-driven and grounded environment.
Dungeons and Dragons (D&D), a role-playing
game, provides an ideal setting to investigate
such interactions. Here, the Dungeon Master
(DM), i.e., the teacher, guides the actions of
several players—students, each with their own
personas and abilities—to achieve shared goals
grounded in a fantasy world. Our approach is
to decompose and model these interactions into
(1) the DM’s intent to guide players towards
a given goal; (2) the DM’s guidance utterance
to the players expressing this intent; and (3) a
theory-of-mind (ToM) model that anticipates
the players’ reaction to the guidance one turn
into the future. We develop a novel reinforce-
ment learning (RL) method for training a DM
that generates guidance for players by reward-
ing utterances where the intent matches the
ToM-anticipated player actions. Human and
automated evaluations show that a DM trained
to explicitly model intents and incorporate ToM
of the players using RL generates better-quality
guidance that is 3x more likely to fulfill the
DM’s intent than a vanilla natural language
generation (NLG) approach.

1 Introduction

Humans communicate with a goal in mind and
use language to reach the goal by interacting with
their communication partners grounded in a shared
environment (Grice, 1975; Allwood, 1976; Clark
and Schaefer, 1989; Clark and Brennan, 1991). To
make sure the goal is reached, we often anticipate
how the partners will respond in advance to steer
the conversations in the desired direction. This abil-
ity to reason about the mental states of conversation
partners – i.e., theory-of-mind (ToM; Premack and
Woodruff, 1978) – is key to smooth and efficient
communication (Perner et al., 1989; Happé, 1993).
Most existing dialogue agents, while able to pro-
duce human-like responses, often do not model
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I want the players to  
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“There might be something
hiding there, let’s go take a
look. Perception check!”
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Matches
Intent

Shared Common Ground between the DM and Players 
 Players were hired by a dwarf named Gundren Rockseeker to
transport a wagonload of provisions to Phandalin. After a day and a half
of travel, the players got onto a smaller trail not as well maintained...

Information Only Available to the DM 
 Five goblins hid in the bushes near the trail ready to attack the
players. Upon defeating them, players can find a letter from one of the
goblin's pockets showing that Gundren has gone missing... 

Figure 1: A motivating example. The (human) Dungeon
Master (DM), knowing the desired story path, intends the
players to perform actions to find out about the goblins—the
first plot point that will eventually lead the players to treasure.
They generate the guidance “You notice some movements in
the bushes” using theory-of-mind by inferring that the players
will perform the desired actions upon hearing their words.

communicative intents or ToM explicitly. In this
paper, we investigate if models benefit from explic-
itly incorporating intents and ToM in NLG.

To bridge the gap between human communica-
tion and existing dialogue models, we propose a
new task G4C: Generating Guidance in Goal-
Driven and Grounded Communication. G4C con-
siders three building blocks: intent, guidance, and
action. The task envisions a teacher with intent
for specific student action, guidance uttered by the
teacher, and action undertaken by the student based
on the guidance and common ground. G4C evalu-
ates the ability of a teacher to provide intentional
guidance that results in intended student actions.1

The success of the teacher’s guidance depends on
whether the student’s subsequent action matches

1Here we use actions to indicate any linguistic behavior
with intention (Allwood, 1976).
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the teacher’s intended action. Using this task for-
mulation, we analyze if the teacher has fulfilled
their communicative intents explicitly by examin-
ing what the student says afterward. G4C further
requires the dialogue to be grounded, meaning that
both the teacher and the student are communicating
with a shared environment and background.

To train models to perform G4C, we use Dun-
geons and Dragons (D&D) as our environment, a
game that heavily relies on communication that
is inherently goal-driven and grounded. D&D is
a role-playing game consisting of multiple player
characters and a Dungeon Master (DM) who col-
laborate to achieve a set of goals beneficial to the
players. The DM, the narrator and host of the game,
has an innate motivation to guide the players to per-
form a series of actions that roughly follow a pre-
devised storyline culminating in a global goal, all
grounded in a shared fantasy world. An example of
each component of G4C in the D&D environment
(intent, guidance, and action) is shown in Figure 1.

We construct 47k D&D dialogues from tran-
scripts collected by Callison-Burch et al. (2022).
Motivated by the critical roles intents and theory-
of-mind (ToM) play in human communication,
we study the following central research question:
“Does incorporating intent and ToM make compu-
tational models better communicators?“ Accord-
ingly, we explore different methods for modeling
intent and ToM for G4C in Section 3. Specifically,
we make the intents of the teacher (DM) explicit by
mining intents from large language models (LLM)
and appending them as additional context to guide
generation. We further propose a method to train
a DM to generate guidance for a player with RL
inspired by ToM. The DM first predicts in advance
what action the player will take in reaction to the
guidance and then uses this prediction as a feedback
reward function to check whether the predicted ac-
tion matches DM intent.

G4C focuses on mimicking human communica-
tion that is goal-driven and coherent to a grounded
narrative, which current automated dialogue met-
rics do not capture well. As such, we further
propose novel human and automated evaluation
metrics to measure whether the output fits in the
grounded context and fulfills communicative goals.
Our experiments show that DMs trained with ex-
plicit intents and ToM to predict how their players
will react to their utterances ahead of time triples
the number of responses generated that are both

Character Game Dialogue

DM

A dwarf named Gundren Rockseeker has hired
you to transport a wagonload of provisions to
the rough-and-tumble settlement of Phandalin...
You all notice some movements in the bushes
nearby the road...

Clint
"There might be something hiding there, let’s go
take a look."
Clint makes a perception check. 16

Vi I’ll help as well. I got a 10

DM
Clint, you notice a few goblins crouching in a part
of the shaded woods off to the side of the road...

Table 1: Example dialogue transcript from D&D game play.

grounded and fulfill the communicative intent.

2 G4C and G-DRAGON

Here we discuss how we construct the environ-
ment for the proposed G4C task using a dataset
of dialogues from Dungeons and Dragons (D&D)
called G-DRAGON. We start with formulating
the G4C task, then introduce the D&D data, and
finally present our procedure of constructing the
environment using large-scale data.

2.1 G4C Task

Consider three variables in communication be-
tween a teacher and a student: context C, teacher
utterance T , and the subsequent student utterance
S. In standard dialogue response generation (RG)
setup, models are trained to generate the next utter-
ance only based on the previous dialogue history,
i.e., P (T |C) for teacher and P (S|C, T ) for the stu-
dent. In our task setting, we further consider one
variable: intents of the teacher: IT .2 In G4C, we
assume that the teacher’s intents are to guide the
student to perform certain action A and the intents
are fulfilled if the student’s subsequent utterance S
entails A. Since we focus on verbal communica-
tion, all variables including IT and A are in natural
language (NL). The teacher model’s goal is thus to
first come up with an intent, i.e., P (IT |C) and then
generate an utterance that helps achieve the intent,
i.e., P (T |C, IT ) such that S ≈ A, given student
model P (S|C, T ).

2.2 D&D Dialogue Generation as a Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process

Here we discuss a reformulation of the standard RG
problem as a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP). We consider a POMDP defined
as ⟨S,A, T,R,O⟩, where S is a set of states, A is

2Students also have intents, which are not explicitly mod-
eled in this work.
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Training Inverse Dynamics Model (IDM) to Provide Pseudo Labels

How to Extract Guidance Labels from Noisy Raw Data? 
A dwarf named Gundren Rockseeker has hired you to transport 
a wagonload of provisions to Phandalin. After a day and a half of 
travel, you got onto a smaller trail not as well maintained, and 
bandits and outlaws have been known to lurk along the trail. 
You notice some movements in the bushes…

Collect human labels on 
~2k instances

T5 Labeler

Train IDM to locate 
guidance given DM posts 

Label raw 43k D&D data 
with IDM to train forward 

DM Models

Figure 2: Illustration of IDM. We collect 2.5k human labels
on guidance and train an IDM labeler to generate pseudo labels
for unlabeled large corpus.

a set of actions performed by the teacher (note it
is different from the player action A), T is a set of
transition probabilities between states (T (s′|s, a)),
R is reward function, and O is a set of observations.
In D&D dialogues such as Table 1, we consider
the first DM sentence (not in bold) as the observa-
tion containing an incomplete description of world
state, the second sentence in bold as the action
containing guidance for players, the next player
turns as reward (in this case players’ perception
check3 matches DM intent), and the final turn as
new observation.

2.3 Play-By-Post D&D Data

As introduced in Sec. 1, D&D satisfies two crucial
aspects we investigate in G4C: goal-driven (play-
ers are motivated to finish quests guided by the DM)
and groundedness (players and DM are co-located
in the environment and narratives). Furthermore,
the DM is constantly providing guidance to other
players, matching the teacher role in G4C. We use
actual play game transcript dataset from Callison-
Burch et al. (2022) scraped from Play-By-Post
(PBP), a web forum4 where people play D&D by
taking turns posting on the forum. PBP data con-
tains more than 800k turns with around 58M words,
annotated heuristically with game state information
such as player class, race, and ability checks. How-
ever, to adapt this dataset to our G4C setting, we
need to filter the data to focus on interactions of
DM guiding players. Details are in Appendix B.

2.4 Creating the Environment

Training a DM to generate guidance using G4C
formulation requires first identifying which part of
DM’s utterances contains guidance, as the DM also

3Ability check is a game mechanic that models the stochas-
ticity in D&D. The player needs to roll a die and the number
determines whether the action succeeds or not.

4https://www.dndbeyond.com/forums/
d-d-beyond-general/play-by-post

roleplays other characters, chitchat, or discusses
rules. Creating such labels requires human-in-the-
loop data collection or large offline labeled datasets,
both of which are heavily resource intensive (Fu
et al., 2020). To mitigate such resource constraints,
we collect human labels on a small (< 5%) portion
of our dataset and then train an inverse dynam-
ics model (IDM) that given the players’ reactions
(reward R) after potential DM guidance (action
A), extracts which portions of the DM’s utterance
contain guidance (Figure 2).

Given that we cast the dialogue generation in
G4C as a POMDP, the forward modeling problem
is to generate guidance so that the player’s feed-
back is as intended, such as making a perception
check. Thus our inverse modeling problem can be
formulated as given the next player ability check
being perception check (feedback/reward), extract-
ing the guiding sentence (DM’s action) from DMs’
utterances. IDM modeling is simpler than forward
behavior cloning because it uses a non-causal for-
mulation that exploits both past and future events
to identify a guidance sentence (Baker et al., 2022).

Human Label Collection. We design our hu-
man labeling interface to contain 3 questions: 1.
Does this DM turn contain guidance or not? 2. If
it does, please choose a sentence from the text that
serves the purpose of guidance the most. 3. Imag-
ine that you were the player, what ability check
would you make? We add the third question to pro-
vide more labels to evaluate DM models (discussed
in Section 4.3). Details are in Appendix D.

IDM Training. In practice, we collect around
2.5k human labels on guidance and train IDM to
provide labels for the large unlabeled data. We con-
sider two subtasks for IDM: identifying whether
a DM turn (DT) contains guidance and extracting
the key guiding sentence (GS) from DT. We train
two T5-3B models (Raffel et al., 2020), one for
classifying DM texts that contain guidance or not
(IDM-Identify) and the other for extracting a sen-
tence from the text (IDM-Extract). More details
can be found in Appendix C.

IDM Results. We evaluate IDM performance
on 1k human-labeled data and compare it to base-
lines such as the longest sentence and GPT-3
with in-context learning. Detailed results are in
Appendix C. In summary, we find that trained
IDM outperforms other baselines on extracting
GS, reaching around 70% accuracy where random
guessing is 10% (the average number of sentences
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3. Modeling with Explicit Intents

+

Context Intent
“The DM intends the 
players to make a 
perception check to find 
out about the goblins”

Guidance

1. Mining Intents from LLM

Action

T5 Intent

2. Training Intent Generator Given Only Context

Context

Context

Intent
Guidance

Figure 3: Illustration of intent modeling. We first mine intents
from LLM and then train an intent generator to generate intent
as additional context to train the DM model.

in DM’s posts is around 10).

3 Theory-of-Mind Inspired Guidance
Generation in Grounded Environments

This section introduces our exploration of model
designs to train a teacher model that can guide the
student to perform certain actions by speaking in
a grounded environment. We are specifically inter-
ested in the research question “Does incorporating
intent (3.1) and theory-of-mind (3.2) help models
generate better guidance?”

3.1 Modeling Intents

Implicit Intent. We start with the standard RG
setup in most dialogue modeling work: training
models to directly generate the target utterance
(guidance) given dialogue context with no explicit
intent involved. Formally, we model P (T |C) us-
ing the DM text with guidance as teacher target
utterance T and the context turns as C.

Explicit Intent with Generator. Here we pro-
pose modeling methods that include explicit in-
tents of the teacher IT . Following 2.1, we treat the
teacher’s intents as additional context appended
to the dialogue context, i.e., P (T |C, IT ). Fig-
ure 3 shows the procedure. 1. Mining Intents
Using Large Language Models (LLMs) Since
intents are implicit in the data, we first need to
mine DM’s intents from their utterances. To en-
sure the quality of mined intents, we use LLM such
as GPT-3 to generate intents in natural language
given context, guidance sentence from DM, and the
next-turn player action. We prompt GPT-35 with
“The following is a conversation that happened in a
game of Dungeons and Dragons: [Context] [DM
Text] [Player Name]:[Player Ability Check] Ques-
tion: What do you think that the DM intentds to
do by mentioning [Extracted Guiding Sentence]?

5We use text-davinci-03 from https://beta.
openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3

Answer:” 2. Training Intent Generator Using
mined intents, we train an intent generator (IG)
that takes the context C as input and generates an
output of the DM’s potential intent IT . In practice,
we train a sequence-to-sequence model T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020) on 45k mined intents for our training
and valid data. We also conduct a human evaluation
on both mined and generated intents to examine
whether these intents are reasonable given the con-
text. Humans rate 85% of the mined intents and
75% of generated intents proper with 3-way redun-
dancy of each intent from sampled 500 intents. 3.
Modeling with Generated Intent With a trained
IG, we then generate intents on our test split. Then
the teacher model that takes intents as additional
input will use the generated intents from IG to gen-
erate utterances during testing.

3.2 Modeling (Limited) Theory-of-Mind
(ToM) Using RL for Guidance Generation

Background and Intuition. Here we model a
limited scope of ToM by modeling the anticipated
action of the players in order to help the teacher to
generate utterances that guide students to fulfill the
teacher’s intents. Specifically, in G-DRAGON,
the DM infers what the players might do when
they provide different guidance. For example, “you
notice some movements in the bushes” will likely
motivate the players to make a perception check
while “the guard seems a bit shaken to hear your
words” might prompt the players to make a per-
suasion check. DM then chooses the guidance that
will more likely prompts players to perform the
action that fulfills the goal.

Training Player Model. The first step of our
proposed ToM-teacher is to train a player model
(PM) that takes in context and DM utterances and
outputs the most likely player action (ability check),
i.e., P (A|C, T ). Luckily, each instance of our G-
DRAGON data naturally contains training data for
PM with the DM turn and next-turn player ability
check. We also train a sequence-to-sequence model
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) to predict the player action
using our data. The trained PM reaches around
71% accuracy in predicting the actual player abil-
ity check. To get an approximate upper bound of
the task, we ask humans to predict the next player
action on our test set and observe only about 76%
accuracy in matching with players in the data tran-
script. This might be due to the players actually
playing the game also considering other factors
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Context
…you got onto a smaller trail not as 
well maintained…

You saw two 
dead horses.

+
Intent

I want players to make a perception 
check so they can engage the goblins

You notice some 
movements in 

the bushes

You saw two 
guards

Player Model
Input: DM Guidance

Output: Ability Check 

Stealth

Generated 
Guidance

Anticipated 
Player Action

Medicine Perception

0 0 1 Reward

Intent2Action Matching

ToM-Inspired RL by Anticipating Player Action 

Figure 4: Illustration of our ToM-Inspired RL by using a reward function to help DM model anticipate what the players might
do upon hearing the generated guidance. We give the model a reward if the predicted player action matches the intent given.

when making the decisions that we do not have in
our data: long-term character goal, detailed per-
sona, player roleplaying style, etc. We argue that
our player model presents a reasonable proxy of
what a player might act given the context provided.

Player Action-Intent Matching as Reward.
With a player model approximating player reac-
tions, we then use Reinforcement Learning (RL) to
reward the DM model if it generates guidance that
will lead the PM to perform an action matched with
intent (Figure 4). Specifically, during training the
Mined Intent and Generated-Intent models intro-
duced in Section 3.1 to model P (T |C, IT ), we pass
the model output T to the trained PM (P (A|C, T ))
and get predicted player action A. Since intents are
in NL, we train a matching module Intent2Action to
convert them to the most likely ability check such
as “perception” (23 types in total), P (AT |IT ). Fi-
nally, we examine whether the predicted action
from PM (A) matches with the intended action
(ability check) from the DM (AT ). Finally, we give
the model reward of 1 if the actions match and 0 if
not. Intuitively this helps shape models to generate
guidance more aligned with intents by simulating
what the players might do one step ahead.

4 Evaluating G4C

Here we propose multifaceted evaluation protocols
to measure the quality of the DM/teacher model
for G4C. We introduce three criteria, Fluency,
Groundedness, and Goal-Fulfillment, to evaluate
model outputs. We design automatic metrics and
human evaluation protocols for each criterion, and
analyze how well the proposed metrics correlate
with human judgments in 5.2. We refer to outputs
satisfying all three criteria as star DM.

4.1 Measuring Fluency
We first examine whether the output text sounds
natural and fluent as a DM.

Automatic Metrics: Matching with Refer-
ences. As with most dialogue evaluation metrics,
we use human-written responses as ground truth
references and compare the output with them. The
closer the output is to the human original response,
the more fluent6. We use standard natural language
generation (NLG) metrics such as BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004), etc. to mea-
sure the overlap between the output and reference.

Human Evaluation. For each response, we ask
three annotators to “evaluate whether the response
sounds natural and fluent. If anything seems off
or sounds weird—confusing, illogical, repetitive,
or factually wrong—then choose No.” and use
majority voting.

4.2 Measuring Groundedness
G4C focuses on grounded communication, where
the teacher and student share environment and
background knowledge. Thus, here we focus
on evaluating whether the generated output is
grounded to the context of the story built by the
DM and players.

Automatic Metrics: Entity Matching. We de-
sign an automatic metric to measure the entity over-
lap between those mentioned in the context and
in the generated output. Intuitively, the generated
responses should not have mentions of entities not
in the context, otherwise, the model is hallucinat-
ing. We use a RoBERTa-large-based (Liu et al.,
2019) named entity recognizer (NER) to extract en-
tity mentions such as person’s names and locations

6Perplexity is also often used to measure fluency, but this
measure isn’t relevant as we don’t use autoregressive LMs.
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Model Variant Base Model Input

Implicit Intent
Human-Label T5-3B Context
IDM-Label T5-3B Context

Explicit Intent
Mined Intent T5-3B Context+Intent
Gen. Intent T5-3B Context+Intent

Explicit Intent +
ToM-Inspired RL

RL+Mined Intent T5-Large Context+Intent
RL+Gen. Intent T5-Large Context+Intent

Table 2: Model variants. All targeted outputs are guidance
from DM. All training data size is 41k except for human-label
(2k). The test set (1k) is shared across all.

from both the context and the model output and
calculate their overlap (the higher the better).

Human Evaluation. Since groundedness also
covers other aspects (narrative flow, style, etc.) than
entities, we conduct a human evaluation to measure
whether the response sounds like it is continuing
the same story from context. For each response,
we ask three annotators to “evaluate that given the
conversation context, whether the response sounds
like it’s continuing the same story (grounded), or
beginning a new story (NOT grounded)?”

4.3 Measuring Fulfillment of Intents

The core measure of the success of models for
G4C is whether the goal of the teacher is fulfilled
by making the response. Specifically, we want to
measure, whether the generated output 1) indeed
contains guidance for the student and 2) guides the
student to perform the action that the teacher wants
them to take (action matching).

Automatic Metrics: Guidance Classifier and
Player Action Matching. To evaluate whether the
generated output contains any guidance, we reuse
the IDM-Identify model discussed in 2.3 that takes
the input of DM posts and predicts whether this
post contains guidance or not. For action match-
ing, since it is infeasible to collect the original
players’ responses on all model outputs, we train
a player model (PM) to generate potential actions
given DM model outputs. Finally, we compare
the predicted action with the actual player action
after the human DM guidance from the dialogue
transcript. The higher the percentage of matching
human player action, the better the model is at gen-
erating guidance that achieves the same goal as
human DM. Note that although we also train a PM
for ToM modeling in 3.2, the PM used for evalu-
ation is a distinct model based on a larger model
and trained on the test set of the data as well.

Human Evaluation. To evaluate guidance, we
ask annotators: “Is this response providing guid-
ance to the players?” For action matching, we
ask crowdsourcing workers to write down the most

likely ability check that they think the player will
take after the given DM utterance. We also pro-
vide annotators with the player character’s race and
class to better approximate the players.

5 Experimental Results

We aim to answer three research questions through
our experiments: 1) Do IDM-provided labels help
train models that generate better guidance? 2)
Does explicitly incorporating intents result in better
models? 3) Does theory-of-mind modeling help
models become better communicators?

5.1 Compared Models

We use T5-3B (Raffel et al., 2020) as our base
model. We train a model with only 2.5k human-
labeled guidance data collected in 2.4 (Human-
Label). Then we train IDM on human labels and
provide labels for the rest of the 41k unlabeled
dialogues (IDM-Label). Next, we explicitly incor-
porate intents in modeling and consider two model
variants following 3.1: Mined Intent that is given
intents mined from LLM using both context and
next-turn player actions; Generated Intent, where
the model is trained on mined intents, but during
test time, we train an intent generator to provide in-
tents without knowing future turns. Finally, follow-
ing Section 3.2, we use a trained player model to
provide reward signals for DM models for RL. We
use T5-Large for RL training on top of mined intent
(RL-ToM-Mined) and generated intent (RL-ToM-
Gen.) models. We use RL4LMs (Ramamurthy
et al., 2022) to implement the reward function and
use Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) (Schul-
man et al., 2017) for RL training. A summary of
model variants is shown in Table 2.

5.2 Correlation Analysis of Automatic Metrics

Here we present correlation results of automatic
metrics in Sec. 4 using human evaluation results
(with an average inter-annotator agreement of 0.78)
on our test set. For fluency, we find a statistically
insignificant correlation (p-values > 0.05) between
automatic metrics that measure lexical matching
with a reference response. We suspect that 1) lex-
ical matching does not reliably capture the natu-
ralness of languages (Sagarkar et al., 2018; DeLu-
cia et al., 2021) and 2) many plausible responses
can be made given the same context (Zhou et al.,
2022), making comparing with the single refer-
ence unreliable. For both groundedness and goal-
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Dimensions Metrics Human-Label 2.5k IDM-Label 41k Random-Label 41k
Fluency Human Evaluation 0.80 0.81 0.56

Groundedness Entity Matching 0.749 0.776 0.718
Human Evaluation 0.91 0.92 0.72

Goal-Fulfillment

Guidance Classification 0.438 0.474 0.254
Player Action Matching 0.261 0.262 0.249

Human Evaluation - Guidance 0.21 0.23 0.20
Human Evaluation - Action Matching 0.11 0.17 0.13

Table 3: Results on the 3 dimensions using metrics from Section 4 comparing models that use IDM-generated pseudo-labels
and human-generated labels.

Fluency Groundedness Guidance Action Matching Star DM
Evaluation Dimensions
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Comparison of Models with Implicit and Explicit Intents
Implicit Intent
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Gen. Intent

Figure 5: Results comparing implicit and explicit intent
models. We observe models with intent generate dramatically
more guidance.

fulfillment, we find statistically significant (p-value
< 0.0001) correlations between automatic metrics
(entity matching, guidance classifier, and action
matching) and human judgments on test instances.
Conclusion: for fluency, we will use human evalu-
ation and for groundedness and goal-fulfillment,
the automatic metrics provide a reasonable proxy.

5.3 Results and Analysis

Do IDM-provided labels help models generate
better guidance? Here we examine the effects
of our inverse dynamics models on training DM
models for G4C. Table 3 presents the results fol-
lowing our evaluation dimensions introduced in
Section 4. We see that models trained using our
IDM-provided labels outperform those trained on
the small number of high-quality human labels on
all measures. To show that data size alone is not
sufficient for training a good DM model, we ran-
domly assign labels of guiding sentences on the
same number of training instances as IDM models
(“Random-Label 41k”) and find the performance is
significantly worse than either of the models using
human or IDM labels. This shows that the quality
of IDM-provided labels is critical for DM model-
ing and our IDM offers a scalable and affordable
solution to obtain a large number of quality labels
requiring only small-scale human annotation.

Does explicitly incorporating intents help?
Figure 5 shows results comparing the best model
with no explicit intents (IDM-Label), mined in-
tents, and generated intents. We find that models

with explicit intents perform on par on grounded-
ness, but improve on fluency, guidance, and action
matching. The improvement is especially dramatic
on the Goal-Fulfillment aspect, as adding intents
increases the proportion of outputs that contain
guidance by more than 50% and action matching
by more than 30%. We speculate that this might
be due to explicit intent modeling, as the model
is biased towards generating output that is aligned
with the intent instead of purely modeling the most
likely next possible sequence of tokens.

Can we model theory-of-mind using reinforce-
ment learning? Last but not least, we are inter-
ested in whether the ToM-inspired reward function
we design in Section 3.2 can help train better com-
munication models for G4C. Figure 6 shows the
results of adding ToM to mined intent (left) and
generated intent (right) models. We find that de-
spite using a much smaller (1/4 parameter) base
model, models with reward function mimicking
ToM can outperform the no-ToM variants on gen-
erating 40% more outputs with guidance that lead
to players to perform the action matching intents
while performing on par on groundedness. We also
find that the fluency drops, possibly due to using
a smaller base LM (due to memory constraints)
and RL training affects the naturalness of outputs.
Potential remedies we plan to explore in the fu-
ture include using larger models and modifying the
reward function to also account for fluency such
as using KL divergence. Even with the drop in
fluency, however, we still observe that with ToM-
inspired RL, models can generate responses that
satisfy all measures (star DM) up to 3.5 times more
than without ToM modeling.

Finally, we present an overall comparison be-
tween the best models under each category (im-
plicit intent, explicit intent, explicit intent with
ToM modeling) in Figure 7. All three variants
perform on par with groundedness. And while flu-
ency drops when adding explicit intents and ToM,
these two additions improve dramatically on the
goal-driven aspects (guidance and action match-
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ing). Models with both explicit intents and ToM
modeling using RL perform overall the best and
produce almost threefolds of human DM-like (star)
responses than others. This shows a promising sign
that both intents and ToM-inspired RL can help
goal-driven models to better achieve their commu-
nicative intents.

6 Related Work

Goal-Driven Grounded Dialogue Agents. There
is an emerging line of works studying goal-driven
situated dialogues (Urbanek et al., 2019; Narayan-
Chen et al., 2019; Ammanabrolu et al., 2021; Bara
et al., 2021; Prabhumoye et al., 2020; Padmakumar
et al., 2022; Ammanabrolu et al., 2022). How-
ever, intents or ToM are rarely incorporated explic-
itly in developing more human-like communica-
tion agents. CICERO (Bakhtin et al., 2022) pro-
poses a strategy-guided dialogue generation agent
to play Diplomacy with modeling other players’
next moves. We argue that most prior work along
this line (text games, Diplomacy) is still a more
constrained set of scenarios compared to D&D.

Dungeons and Dragons as an NLP Challenge.
Several studies have used Dungeons and Dragons
to study various problems in NLP such as character

understanding (Louis and Sutton, 2018), controlled
dialogue generation (Si et al., 2021; Callison-Burch
et al., 2022), and description generation (Newman
and Liu, 2022). Reinforcement learning has also
been applied to study the goal-driven aspect of
D&D (Martin et al., 2018).

World Modeling and Simulation. D&D in-
volves world-building and modeling actions which
inspires inverse dynamics modeling. A line of work
has studied world modeling, generation, and us-
ing IDM to create labels for model learning (Am-
manabrolu and Riedl, 2021; Ammanabrolu et al.,
2022; Baker et al., 2022). Theater script co-writing
has also been studied recently (Mirowski et al.,
2022) for the simulation of a small-scale world.

Theory-of-Mind and Pragmatics. Theory-of-
mind has been studied in psychology and cognitive
science for decades. Rational Speech Act (RSA)
framework studies pragmatics between speakers
and listeners using a probability perspective (Frank
and Goodman, 2012; Goodman and Frank, 2016).
Shafto et al. (2014) has shown that teaching by sim-
ulating the student increases effectiveness. Recent
work has looked into ToM and pragmatics as an
essential aspect of language usage (Nematzadeh
et al., 2018; Le et al., 2019; Pu et al., 2020; Fried
et al., 2022; Sap et al., 2022), especially communi-
cation (Zhu et al., 2021; Bara et al., 2021).

7 Conclusion

We propose G4C to study goal-driven and
grounded language interactions focusing on gener-
ating guidance from the teacher to lead students to
perform certain actions. We use D&D as our test
bed and construct large-scale data G-DRAGON

by using IDM to provide quality labels. We train
models to generate guidance by modeling intents
and theory-of-mind. Results show a promising sign
that incorporating explicit intents and ToM model-
ing makes better communication agents.
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8 Ethics and Broader Impact

Our study is conducted in English, which benefits
English speakers more. D&D is also more popular
in the western world. We use Amazon Mechanical
Turk to recruit crowdsourcing workers and we pay
workers over $15/hour on average, well above the
highest state minimum wage, and engage in con-
structive discussions if they have concerns about
the process. We also give each annotation instance
enough time so that we do not pressure annotators.

The online forum D&D gameplay data we use
from Callison-Burch et al. (2022) might contain
aggressive language. Our intents are mined from
LLM (GPT-3), which might surface or even am-
plify harmful content within these models, such as
biases and private information. We use a keyword-
based filter for both the dialogue and intent data
before training our models.

Our work deals with communicative intents of
neural computational models. However, we want
to emphasize that the intents of AI models (espe-
cially conversational systems) should be closely
monitored and regulated (Crawford, 2021). In our
work, we choose a fantasy domain with a relatively
low stake to study model intentions with the overall
goal of assisting players (humans or AI) to have a
better experience in a role-playing game.

9 Limitations

Here we discuss several limitations of our work and
point to potential future work directions. First, we
focus on single teacher and single student setup to
study guidance generation whereas in real life there
often are multiple teachers and students. We plan to
extend to multi-party goal-driven communication
and D&D also provides a proper testbed to study
this problem.

Second, there are more nuances in guidance:
railroading direct guidance (“make a persuasion
check”) and subtle indirect guidance (“the guards
seem to be a bit shaken”). We did include them in
our human labeling and evaluation interface but did
not specifically distinguish them during modeling.

Third, due to the constraints on input sizes for
most LMs, we have to set a context window to
study dialogue generation in D&D. However, both
DM and players have a long-term memory about
the comprehensive story progression which might
influence how they communicate. As a next step,
we plan to use summarization models and adven-
ture books as narrative backgrounds to ground our

G4C task with a larger world setting. We in-
clude answers to other Frequently Asked Ques-
tions (FAQ) in Appendix A.
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A Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

A.1 Why only training a DM model to
generate guidance instead of everything a
DM says?

A DM needs to do multiple complex language tasks
(see Callison-Burch et al. (2022) for more analysis)
such as world modeling, storytelling, role playing
with a persona, judging rules, etc. And we argue
that these span multiple papers or even thesis. In-
stead of conflating all kinds of language tasks DM
is performing, we focus on the goal-driven aspect
of DM: generating guidacne for players to proceed
the story. This task is both critical since human
language usage always comes with a purpose (All-
wood, 1976) and challenging as even LLMs such as
ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022) often lack the ability to
produce an utterance that fulfills a communicative
intent. We also argue that with the key capability
of generating guidance fulfilling intents, the model
can be combined with models with different focus
such as storytelling, describing world state, etc. to
mimic a human DM.

A.2 How generalizable is a DM model on
other domains?

D&D is a specific domain we choose to study G4C
due to its grounded and goal-driven nature. We
admit it is non-trivial to directly apply a DM model
on other domains. However, we believe that the
insights from our modeling approaches attempting
to incorporate intents and ToM can generalize to
other domains. Specifically, explicitly including
intents in context and using RL to model ToM by
anticipating others’ reactions can be easily applied
in other scenarios. For example, we can generate
intents for a open-domain chatbot such as express-
ing empathy toward users or make suggestions on
an issue the user is facing and using ToM model-
ing to better generate utterances that achieve those
purposes.

A.3 Where are the data and code?
All data and code used to train our models includ-
ing IDM, player models, Intent2Action, intent gen-
erator, and DM models are included in the supple-
mentary materials. For more detailed instructions
please check README.md in the uploaded ma-
terials. We will release the model checkpoints as
well upon publication. We hope our open-source
efforts help the community develop more exciting
communication systems.

B Play-By-Post Data Cleaning Details

To use PBP data for G4C, several non-trivial
challenges exist. First, posts from DM often con-
tain many non-guidance noises such as out-of-
character chitchat, rule discussion, and combat rul-
ing. Second, DM often addresses multiple players
and we focus on teacher-student 2-participant in-
teraction in this work (we leave multi-party goal-
driven dialogue to future work). Lastly, dialogues
from forums are not strictly chronological, mean-
ing that the n-th post might not be responding to the
(n-1)-th post due to asynchrony. Due to the above
challenges, we propose our methods to filter raw
post data to get thread-like dialogues between
the DM and a player that follows chronological
order.

We filter PBP data so that each instance contains
three components: 1. context/dialogue history (C);
2. DM turn with potential guidance to a player A
(DT); 3. player A action turn (PA). To get such
thread-like dialogues, we first need to locate which
posts contain clear player actions (as feedback to
DM’s guidance). Luckily, in D&D, player actions
are often clearly indicated by a game mechanic
called “ability check” where the player has to roll
a die to determine whether their actions such as
perception or stealth succeed or not. This provides
clear signals of when the players have taken action.

We thus regard posts that contain players mak-
ing ability checks as player action turns PA. Then
we look at the previous 20 turns to find potential
posts with DM guidance (DT) and context (C).
We use two annotated tags from PBP the data:
“name_mention” and “reply_to” to locate the DM
posts that address the player who makes the ability
check. If no posts have been added in the previ-
ous 20 turns, we then add the closest turn from the
DM that’s not replying to another player. After
getting DT, we add turns from the player or DM
before the DM turn to our context C, completing a
three-component thread-like dialogue instance.

C IDM Details

IDM Training We train two T5-3B models (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) on our collected 2.5k human labeled
dialogues, one for classifying DM texts that contain
guidance or not (IDM-Identify) and the other for
extracting a sentence from the text (IDM-Extract).
For IDM-Identify, we treat the task as a binary
prediction task and trains T5 to generate either 1
(contains guidance) or 0 (non-guidance) given the
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Character Game Dialogue Explanation

DM
A dwarf named Gundren Rockseeker has hired
you to transport a wagonload of provisions to
the rough-and-tumble settlement of Phandalin...

The DM here is providing background for the
players and sets up an encounter with the goblins
, who will provide players with important clues.

DM
You all notice some movements in the bushes nearby
the road...

The DM provides guidance to prompt players to
check surroundings so that they can find out
about the goblins

Clint
"There might be something hiding there, let’s go
take a look."
Clint makes a perception check. 16

The player is making a perception check: a game
mechanic that models the stochasticity in the D&D
world. The player needs to roll a die and the number
determines whether the ability check succeeds or not.

Vi I’ll help as well. I got a 10

DM

Clint, you notice a few goblins crouching in a part
of the shaded woods off to the side of the road.
Two of the goblins begin charging your wagon...
Roll for initiative!

The Dungeon Master describes the outcome of the
perception check and starts the encounter with goblins
(a battle starts with players rolling for initiative which
determines the order that they will take their turns)

Table 4: Example dialogue transcript from D&D game play with explanations.

raw DM turn. For IDM-Extract, which is a harder
task to select one sentence from the raw DM post as
the most important guidance sentence, we have ex-
plored several approaches. We tried a text rewriting
formulation that trains models to generate a special
symbol (*) before and after a sentence in given text
and an index selection formulation where we pass
in DM turn indexed (e.g., “1. A dwarf... 2. You
notice some...”) and train the model to generate an
index number (“2”). Empirically we find the latter
performs better.

IDM Model Evaluation We evaluate the IDM
labeling performance on the test split of our hu-
man labels with 3-way redundancy on each label.
We also tried other baselines for IDM-Extract: 1)
longest sentence; 2) last sentence; 3) 3-shot in-
context learning using GPT-3 by asking them to
select an index (same format as IDM); 4) encode
each sentence and next-turn player action using
SentenceBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and
use cosine similarity to find the most similar sen-
tence to the player action. The IDM-identify model
reaches 82% accuracy on binary classification tasks
and IDM-extract model reaches 70% accuracy on a
10-way classification task (random guessing 10%).
The best-performing baseline is 3-shot GPT-3 with
in-context learning which reaches 55%. We argue
that this task is hard and subjective as human agree-
ments are very low. However, experimental results
on using IDM-generated labels (Table 3) shows that
it provides helpful signals and outperforms training
on human labels significantly. We also trained a
DM model using GPT-3 labels and observe drops
in performance overall.

Explicit Intent + Theory of Mind

Implicit Intent
Context

A dwarf named… 

Guidance
You notice some 

movements in the 
bushes

Explicit IntentContext
GuidanceIntent

Perception Check

+

Context
Guidance

Intent
+

Check if Action 
matches intent

Anticipating Player 
Next-Turn Action

Figure 8: Sketches of the three categories of methods

D Human Guidance Annotation Details

Our designed human annotation interface for IDM
labels and evaluation are included in Figures 9, 10,
and 11. We recruit around 120 AMT annotators
from English-speaking countries (USC, UK, Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand) since our data is in En-
glish. We first run a qualification test on 3 of our an-
notation questions and give qualifications to around
60 annotators who passed our test. Then we pro-
vide detailed instructions and examples to them for
completing our task. We also made it clear that
our data is for research purposes and annotator ID
will not be disclosed in any way. Crowd working
studies of standard NLP corpora (involving no per-
sonal disclosures) are not required by our IRB to
be reviewed by them.

E Experimental and Model Details

We train T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) using Huggingface
t5-trainer framework7. All experimental results
reported are a mean of 3 runs with different random

7https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers
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seeds. We conduct a hyper-parameter search using
a grid search for learning rates including 0.001,
0.0005, 0.0001, and 0.00005. We use a batch size
of 4 for T5-3B and train on 2 NVIDIA RTX A6000
GPUs for around 30 hours or a batch size of 8 for
T5-large (770M).

F Scientific Artifact Licensing

The modeling framework (Wolf et al., 2019; Rama-
murthy et al., 2022), and pre-trained models (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) are open source. The Play-By-
Post dataset (Callison-Burch et al., 2022) is used
with permission of D&D Beyond. We use these
resources for non-commercial research purposes.
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Models Input Context Input Intent (if any) Output

Human-Label Kif (male halfling druid):

The frizzy hair helps her
blend into the background
and muffles the sound.
With everything looking
fairly lifeless do we see
any likely place to hole up?

Dungeon Master:

N/A
Kif, you’ve noticed a house on the north side
of the street you’re on. It looks like it might
be occupied, and you’ve passed a few others.

IDM-Label N/A
You can talk to them; you don’t have to.
You can act based on what you’ve already learned.
I’ll wait for your response before continuing.

Mined Intent

The Dungeon Master intends to hint that
Kif should use his druidic abilities to
sense if there are any people or animals
inside the houses. If there are none,
then it’s likely that the house is truly
unoccupied.

Kif, you sense no people or animals in the
houses you’ve passed.

Generated Intent
The Dungeon Master intends to guide the
player to investigate the houses that they
have already passed.

You can go back and investigate the ones
you’ve already passed.

ToM-RL-Mined

The Dungeon Master intends to hint that
Kif should use his druidic abilities to
sense if there are any people or animals
inside the houses. If there are none,
then it’s likely that the house is truly
unoccupied.

Kif, you can sense if there are any people or
animals inside the houses. If there are none,
then it’s likely that the house is truly unoccupied.

ToM-RL-Gen.
The Dungeon Master intends to guide the
player to investigate the houses that they
have already passed.

You can investigate the houses you’ve already
passed, if you want to gain more information
about them.

Original DM
Transcript N/A

Kif, you suspect that some of these houses, at least, are
genuinely unoccupied. You’ve only walked a couple of
blocks so far, and there may be a tavern somewhere in town.

Table 5: Randomly sampled example outputs from different models.
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Figure 9: Inference collection collecting guidance labels.
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Figure 10: Inference collection collecting guidance labels.
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Figure 11: Evaluation interface.
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